
Evan Teplitsky 
 
My Journey started in 2004, it was either Golf College in America or becoming a PGA Golf 
Professional. To this day I am more then certain that I made the right choice and I am grateful to do 
what I love daily.  
 
I am a very loyal and hard working professional that builds long lasting relationships with members, 
clients and my club as a whole. I have been at two clubs throughout my professional career of 
almost sixteen years, namely Erinvale where I did my apprenticeship and served under Johan Piek as 
assistant Golf Director and Zell am See-Kaprun Golf Club where I currently hold 
the position as Head Professional. I learnt to speak, read and write german fluently in the time span 
of 3 years allowing me to make big strides in a short amount of time.  
 
I worked under David Shaw at my current club from 2010 Till the end of 2014, he played on the 
European Tour,  is a renowned Golf Coach with over 40 years teaching experience and owner of Pro-
Shop Shaw. He has had many top coaches learn under him namely Jonathan Mannie who worked 
under David many years ago!  
What sticks with me to this day was his quote “there is no job to small’ in other words we are never 
bigger then this job,taking out the trash or aligning the pull trollies might not be our job but we do it 
because thats what a top Professional does. I had a fantastic learning experience under David Shaw 
managing his Golf academy and award winning Pro-Shop.   
 
I took ownership of the Golf Academy in 2014 and we have grown from strength to strength. I have 
worked hard and am recognized as having one of the best Junior sections in all of Austria, I currently 
have 48 Juniors in my program. This did not just happen on its own, It was by being  
pro-active and having the passion to create something that will grow and last. 
 
I invest 6 hours a week into Junior training this excludes the private lessons that I have with juniors. 
My approach to coaching juniors is something I am proud of and has come from lots of reading , 
research and seminars, there is a fine line to having fun and being respected and that is 
something  only experience can teach . 
 
These are a few points that make our Junior section as successful as it has become  
 
Strength, Coordination , Endurance  , Mobility and concentration are the building blocks to our 
Program, I design and plan our weekly programs according to age and ability 
 
 •I Reaching out to schools, educating them as to why golf is a sport that can improve their students 
lives mentally and physically  
•I offer free clinics for kids in the holidays, which gives them the opportunity to fall in love with this 
amazing game 
•Making golf fun,  we have 2 dinners in summer followed by night putting tournaments with glow in 
the dark balls, we go on excursions to nearby putt-putt courses, we head over to the lake and play 
soccer and volleyball , we go on short runs!  
•Internal junior tourments, we create our own Ryder cup and Major tournaments  
•Finding Sponsors for our Junior “Sponsor Board”  which is situated just outside the entrance to our 
clubhouse, We raise approx. R80 000 yearly for our Junior section, the money is then used for 
tournament fees, activities that we do within the season  
(outings/dinners) , it also helps pay for a portion of the training bringing the season fee for the kids 
down to a very affordable rate. 



 
 
Before the season starts I actively go to see the surrounding hotels and B&B’s, I come up with special 
packages that they can offer their guests from on course playing lessons to 4 day intensive clinics 
,these packages have become our top sellers.  I am extremely active on social media platforms and I 
have been fortunate enough to be featured on “sky sports” as well as many other tv stations and 
magazines in Europe!  
 
Throughout the years my coaching has become that of an holistic approach, I look at each person as 
an individual, after watching and assessing my clients I work within their limitations to produce the 
best possible results.  Not every golfer can become an Ernie Els but I challenge my clients to be the 
best that they can be.  
 
I have top juniors, amateurs and professionals that travel from far and wide to come and work with 
me, I am extremely grateful to be able to work with such talent and to know that they put there 
trust in me and my ability as a Coach. My players and teams have had great results, we have been on 
the winning podium on numerous occasions.  
 
I seen many golf coaches using all types of technology with their clients that cannot hit the golf ball, 
namely flight scope, body track and the list goes on. I have all this equipment but my approach to 
using it is slightly different. Before using this type of equipment my clients must first learn how to 
swing the golf club and understand the swing the old fashioned way with the help of video analysis 
and good communication , they need to learn how to play the game on-course, once they have a 
good understanding of their swing we can then look at the finer details with the help of new age 
technology. The game is complicated and hard enough, our goal is to simplify it for our clients and 
for them to see continued improvement. 
 
 
As Coaches we have first contact to new golfers, making us extremely valuable to the growth of 
memberships at our clubs and the game in general. I take this responsibility seriously and it shows in 
our annual increase of “beginner” golfers at our club.  
 
My work day is never finished, I am either back home watching world class trainers on youtube 
,reading coaching books , mental training books or I am planning my lessons for the next day. 
Balance is however an integral part of life and being a good coach.  Time management plays a big 
role in my daily program which allows me to stay mentally healthy and physically fit.  
 
I have so much respect for this game, we can never stop learning, thats why I stay humble, I am not 
afraid to ask questions even to those that might know less then me. We are all in this wonderful 
game together, I love to share my knowledge with my fellow piers and anybody that’s willing to 
learn . I am lucky to know other top trainers on a personal level and make visits on a regular basis to 
keep my ideas new and fresh.  
 
I might be working in Austria but South Africa and the western cape are home to me.   I cannot put a 
number to the amount of people that have travelled to South Africa Cape Town through my 
recommendation. I have booked hundreds of Tee Times in and around Cape Town, I will continue to 
offer this service to all my clients as everybody should experience the energy and wonderful courses 
that we have. 
  
I look forward to coaching everyday, to 



learning something new everyday and being associated with the PGA brand for many years to 
come!  
 


